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1 Introduction

This provides a review of the JDemetra+revisions plug-in written by Eurostat.
Tests have been carried out by following the steps in an analysis. Tables for
each step describe the tests carried out, the results and any comments.
Version of JD+ used: 2.1
Plug-in version used:
Platform: Windows 7 Enterprise
System: Dell Latitude E6440, Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4210M CPU @2.60GHz
4GB RAM, 64-bit Operating System

2 Overview of plug-in

The plug-in takes for input a given time series on different vintages.
The outputs are a large range of tables and test statistics calculated on the

original time series and on the revisions.

3 Inputs

Inputs can take three different forms; databases, text files and spreadsheets.
These are loaded in Providers>Vintages Txt Files and Providers>Vintages
Spreadsheets.

Vintages lag by default is 1 so that series are compared to the most recent
previous version. This can be changed so that they are compared to series k
vintages ago.

4 Specifications and Outputs

There are two types of documents that can be created - descriptive and para-
metric. Descriptive calculates mainly descriptive statistics on revisions, eg max-
imum, minimum revisions. There are some test statistics. Parametric calculates
test statistics including regressions of the series and revisions on previous vin-
tages and previous revisions, Thiel’s inequality test statistic.
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5 Testing

5.1 Installation

The plug-in has been successfully installed following the usual installation pro-
cedure.

5.2 Inputs

• When loading a spreadsheet the option to change the input date format
doesn’t seem to do anything. It imports regardless of what date format
you give it.

• When loading a spreadsheet with more than one sheet, only seems to take
the first sheet.

• When plotting a time series with one observation the observation doesn’t
appear.

• Do not have an MDT database to test.

Test Result Comments

1. Open csv file from
ONS GDP real-time
database

Series shown in providers
window

Works on default

2. Open descriptive anal-
ysis

DescrDoc-1 opens

3. Drag and drop data for
analysis

data dropped into docu-
ment

4. Open parametric anal-
ysis

DescrDoc-2 opens

5. Drag and drop data for
analysi

Data dropped into docu-
ment and

6. Open spreadsheet file
from IIP UK test data

Series shown in providers
window

Table 1: Input testing

Functionality to test:

1. Right click in providers window on Vintages Txt Files>Open

2. Right click in providers window on Vintages Txt Files>Import from>File

3. Right click in providers window on Vintages Spreadsheets >Open

4. Right click in providers window on Vintages Spreadsheets>Import from>File

5. Right click in providers window on MDT Database>Open
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6. Right click in providers window on MDT Database>Import from>File

7. When opening txt files and spreadsheets need to test all options

Quality critera Rating Comments

Functionality Successfully opened text files and spreadsheet files
containing monthly and quarterly data (annual not
yet tested)

-Suitablity Is it possible to open spreadsheets with multiple
sheets (one for each series for example?)

-Accuracy Double clicking on the data in the providers win-
dow appears to show data has imported correctly
(including where there are missing data)

-Interoperability Not tested: would be good to test the MDT
database connection for example

-Security Not tested
Support
-Documentation Three documents have been provided
-Self-support It would be useful to provide a compiled version of

the plug-in on GitHub to make it easier for the wider
community to test and provide feedback ie we’re not
able to compile the available code.

-Formal support Is there any? Should it be offered through SACE?
Useful to include into training on JD+

Reliability

Table 2: Input testing evaluation criteria

5.3 Specifications

• If using the workspace panel to create a document you can only create a
new document if a specification exists. However if one does exist then nav-
igating Revisions Analysis>documents >Descriptive >New gives a docu-
ment with a default specification. Can this be enabled without the need
to have an existing specification?

5.4 Outputs

• How can it accept/reject a hypothesis when a p-value hasn’t been calcu-
lated?

• Slope and drift colours p-values less than (I guess) 0.05 green and above
red. Surely you would want a value now to be the previous value plus
noise so α = 0 and β = 1 would be the parameters. Currently the tests
are for a value significantly different from 0.
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• Efficiency model 1 - is it actually the preliminary estimate? Looks like it’s
a regression of yt−1 on yt − yt−1. Shouldn’t release 1 be the regressor?

• A lot of these metrics can’t be calculated for small samples - can they just
be removed rather than having to scroll through a load of N/C?

• Is it necessary to fit regression models when the data are not revised at
all? Just replace results with “no revisions between the specified periods”

• No distinction made between processing of vertical and diagonal data but
interpretations are different - is this needed?

• Don’t click on VAR if you have a large dataset loaded. I tried to select one
of the autocorrelation tests in VAR when I’d put the ONS GDP real-time
data set in and JD+ has frozen.

• To check: Breusch Pagan test statistic in R under H0 follows a Chi-
squared distribution whereas plug-in has F-test - what are implications
for interpretation of p-values? It seems to be the F-test calculated from
a regression of the auxiliary on the squared residuals. Not a true Breusch
Pagan.

• To check: Jarque Bera test for normality

• BUG (I think) When I read in the ONS GDP real-time database which
has a section of missing at the start of the series for some of the vintages
of the data in the middle this caused a problem for revisions documents
as these middle vintages were shifted to the end (eg vintages March 1969
to Aug 1973 were missing the first 12 observations this led to calculating
revisions between Sep 73 and Feb 69, but then also from March 69 to
the final vintage which was September 2013). Either I have misspecified
something or this is a bug that needs to be corrected.

• Need to check which formula should be used for UD and UR.

• Formula for UR definitely not implemented correctly. Formula for UD
possibly not correct.

• Slight difference on one observation of relative mean absolute revision

• p-value for HAC standard deviation of mean revision - not sure what a
Student distribution is. t doesn’t make sense as the HAC sd can only be
non-negative

• Most of the output rounds to 4dp except for one value in the quantile
deviation which is to 16 decimal places

• Not able to replicate quartile deviation (could be down to the formula
used?)
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• Formula for skewness incorrect in documentation. replicated results using

standard formula
1
n

∑n

i=1
(ri−mr)3

( 1
n

∑n

i=1
(ri−mr)2)

3
2

where ri are the revisions between

two vintages and mr is the mean revision between the two vintages

• Acceleration, deceleration and ‘stable’ not calculated when they should
be.

• No formula for ‘stable’ in documentation (I could guess!)

• Are formulae for acceleration and deceleration the wrong way around?

• Cannot replicate Bias component of mean quadratic error

• Typos in output csv

– Correlation of early etimates with the revision The correlation of
early etimates with the revision is not statiscally significant from
zero

– Correlation of later etimates with the revision The correlation of later
etimates with the revision is not statiscally significant from zero

• In CSV output, numbers are initially rounded to 4dp then it stops and
they are longer - suggest consistency especially as GUI output is to 4dp

• Kurtosis is to a random number of decimal places. No formula in docu-

ment but matched results using standard formula
1
n

∑n

i=1
(ri−mr)4

( 1
n

∑n

i=1
(ri−mr)2)2

where

ri are the revisions between two vintages and mr is the mean revision be-
tween the two vintages

• Normality test is Doornik-Hansen test. I managed to replicate it using
the formula in the paper “An omnibus test for univariate and multivariate
normality” except for one observation where I get a result but JD+ gives
NaN

• Tried to replicate ‘number above/below central line’ as number of revisions
greater than/less than the mean. This worked in most cases but not all.
Need to find out definition as not in documentation.

• For the runs test managed to replicate test statistic and p-value. Why is
it using a variance of 1.000004 not 1? Wald-Wolfowitz test.

• For runs length statistic I got an NaN when the output gives a 999999
value - is this a code for NaN as well?

• Can’t replicate up and down run count (not entirely sure how it’s being
calculated). But there are two periods where the revisions are all 0 and
one gives a count of 1, the other NaN so I suspect there may be a bug.

• Not sure what the formula is for the up down value
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• In vintages analysis table the standard deviation is calculated using 1
n

rather than 1
n−1

• Haven’t been able to replicate ‘balance’ - not entirely understanding the
formula

• Percentage of positive/negative/zero revisions is not being output

• Slope and drift - can’t replicate results for White test. Documentation
suggests same formula as BP test but results different. Have also tried
including x2 in regression on squared residuals.

• Slope and drift ARCH test seems to be using p as the degrees of freedom
not p+1 (only tested for p=1)

• Slope and drift - Jarque-Bera test - skewness and kurtosis are not being
calculated according to the formulae in the provided documentation. The
kurtosis is definitely wrong as there are negative values which should not
be there

• Orthogonally model 1 - can’t replicate White and JB tests

• Orthogonally model 2 - did not output

• Orthogonally model 3 hasn’t worked because it compares revisions be-
tween t+1 and t with the revisions between v1 and v0 - in this case they
are all 0

• Cannot replicated Ljung-Box - not sure what γ is in the formula and not
sure why it’s taking the difference in deviation of first differences. Also
the mean is written δȳ rather than δ̄y which I assume is used as the first
difference of the mean will either be 0 or not exist

• CSV output is out of alignment when it comes to the runs column (splitting
the cells providing the normal distribution used for the p-values.

6 Documentation

Three documents have been provided.

1. RevionAnlysis-Techincal Report-v0.04.doc provides details about the plug-
in (functional and techincal aspects of the revisions analysis tool). It is
based on functional requirements and other document provided by Euro-
stat

2. RevisionAnalysis-Regression based parametric analysis-v0.03.docx provides
information about the regression based parametric analysis

3. RevisionAnalysis-Regression based parametric analysis-v0.03.docx provides
information about the VAR based parametric analysis
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• Existing documentation 79 pages

• Contains unnecessary overview of JD+

• Some screenshots do not look like my interface

• Use of he/she unnecessary - ‘the user’ or a different tone would be prefer-
able

• Formula for correlation is incorrect - uses covariance not square root of
covariance. Seems to have been implemented correctly so just an error in
the documentation.

• Formula for UR is incorrect - SDL and SDP should be the other way
around. Alternatively it is correct and UD should be using SDL.

7 Recommendations for further development and
testing

• Fixing of bugs

• There is a lot of output. Suggest setting the default to a limited output
of carefully selected tests that the SACE deem appropriate for revisions
analysis.

• Make it clearer whether the results of the tests do or do not indicate a
problem ie consistency between the use of green and red colouring to mean
’good’ and ’bad’.

• In the documentation include practical advice on how to interpret the test
statistics.

• In general the documentation reads a bit like a functional specification
and could do with being re-written more as a user guide.

• Some regressions are calculated based on very few data points. Need to
consider the appropriate length of series before some statistics are calcu-
lated.
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